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Abstract
The emissions of vessels are higher when they sail at sea than when they are at a port, and such emissions affect air quality 
considerably. In this study, an activity-based method was used to calculate the quantities of various pollutants emitted by large 
container ships sailing at optimal speed on Far East–Europe trunk routes, which cover seven of the largest economies with 
high population density. We determined the emission quantities of various pollutant, such as carbon dioxide  (CO2), sulfide 
(SOx ), nitride ( NOx ), and particulate matter—for the newest mega container ships deployed on the aforementioned routes 
by THE Alliance. This study considered vessel speed as a critical variable and found that to reduce vessel emissions, port 
authorities should mandate that vessels reduce their speed when entering and leaving a port. Considering maritime practice, 
setting the optimal speed of a vessel as 15–18 knots is the most effective method for reducing emissions. On the basis of the 
obtained results, appropriate recommendations are made to the International Maritime Organization, international shipping 
companies, and port authorities.

Keywords Activity-based methods · Upsizing · Far East–Europe trunk routes (F/E) · Ship pollution emissions · Container · 
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Introduction

To respond to the world’s emphasis on sustainable environ-
mental development, the International Maritime Organiza-
tion (IMO) has stipulated various environmental protection 
regulations for reducing the pollution caused by vessels. For 
instance, the IMO has proposed regulations for the transpor-
tation of fuels and hazardous materials, ship pollutant and 

waste treatment, and air pollution control. In April 2018, 
the Marine Environmental Protection Committee adopted an 
initial greenhouse gas reduction strategy [IMO 2018, annex 
1; United Nations Conference on Trade and Development 
(UNCTAD) 2019–2020] with the aim of reducing the total 
greenhouse gas emissions from international shipping by at 
least 50% by 2050 compared with those in 2008. This strat-
egy includes concrete measures such as improving the cur-
rent fleet’s condition, promoting energy-saving shipbuilding 
processes, and restricting vessels’ emission of sulfur oxides 
to improve air quality and protect humanity’s health and the 
environment. Furthermore, “New Technologies for Greener 
Shipping” was selected as the World Maritime Theme of 
2022 at the 125th Session of the IMO Council. This theme 
emphasizes the maritime industry’s aim of achieving a 
sustainable future with low pollution through a “green 
transformation” that matches the targets of the sustainable 
development goals (SDGs) set by the United Nations. Cli-
mate change and sustainable maritime resources are crucial 
aspects that require close attention, and the maritime trans-
port industry has critical influences on these aspects.

Container shipping transport is a highly efficient goods 
transfer method in global trade activities. Vessel upsizing 
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has become a trend in recent years, and most newly built 
15,000–24,000 TEU mega container ships are deployed on 
Far East–Europe trunk routes. These trunk routes feature 
the newest mega container ships with the highest transport 
capacity ratios worldwide and encompass regions such as 
Northeast Asia, China, Southeast Asia, South Asia, India, 
Pakistan, the Middle East, the Persian Gulf, the Mediter-
ranean Sea, and Northern Europe. Because the aforemen-
tioned routes connect seven of the largest economies with 
high population density, each country pays close attention to 
the emissions generated by vessels traveling on these routes.

In addition, considerable changes have been observed in 
the hub port selection and fleet deployment methods adopted 
on Far East–Europe trunk routes under the trend of vessel 
upsizing since 2015. To meet the trading requirements of 
seven of the largest economies with high population densi-
ties, shipping companies deploy the newest and largest con-
tainer ships on Far East–Europe trunk routes. These routes 
comprise three to four hub ports and multiple destination 
ports, which are connected to the hub ports through feeder 
services at both Far East and Europe area. The deployment 
of the newest container ships increases the transportation 
efficiency and hub ports’ loading performance but might 
also increase vessel emissions. Thus, this study calculated 
the emissions of vessels traveling on Far East–Europe trunk 
routes. We determined the emission quantities of various 
pollutants—such as carbon dioxide  (CO2), sulfide (SOx ), 
nitride ( NOx ), and particulate matter (PM)—for the new-
est mega container ships deployed on the aforementioned 
routes at sea and ports by THE Alliance. On the basis of 
the obtained results, appropriate recommendations are 
made to the IMO, international shipping companies, and 
port authorities.

Current situation and literature review

Container shipping and Far East–Europe trunk 
routes

Container shipping is a highly effective and efficient trans-
portation method, and its role in maritime transport is 
becoming increasingly important. Because of advancement 
in shipbuilding technology, vessel upsizing is becoming a 
trend for shipping companies. For instance, China COSCO 
Shipping, which is a major shipping company in terms of 
total fleet capacity, uses the newest design concepts and most 
advanced shipbuilding techniques for manufacturing their 
fleet to fulfill their commitment to a “greener future” and 
corporate social responsibilities to reduce carbon emissions. 
Many vessels in their fleet have an optimized ship design 
with a highly efficient propeller and an energy-saving sys-
tem, and these vessels exhibit advantages such as low energy 

consumption and low emissions. China COSCO Shipping 
configures its technical parameters and equipment layout 
such that fuel consumption and emission can be minimized 
while fuel economy can be improved. Its fleet has already 
achieved the Energy Efficiency Design Index (EEDI) goal 
set by MARPOL 2025 (Corporate Sustainability 2020, 
2021). After the bankruptcy of the Hanjin Group, South 
Korea released a 5-year plan for restructuring its maritime 
transport industry. This plan includes the construction of 140 
bulk carriers and 60 container ships by Hyundai Merchant 
Marine (HMM), twelve 24,000 TEU mega container ships 
by DSME, and eight 16,000 TEU large container ships by 
Samsung. After deploying the aforementioned 140 bulk car-
riers and 60 container ships on two Far East–Europe trunk 
routes (FE3 and FE4), HMM became the second shipping 
company after MSC to deploy 24,000 TEU vessels. In addi-
tion, CMA CGM will become the first customer to order 
these mega container ships from a Chinese shipbuilder 
(Alphaliner 2020a, b). Since 2005, all the new vessels con-
structed by Evergreen Marine have been equipped with the 
newest environmentally friendly devices for calculating the 
optimal loading, improving the energy efficiency, and reduc-
ing greenhouse gas emissions. The ten 23,000 TEU ships 
ordered in 2019 have an improved design and include active 
energy-saving technology for reducing fuel consumption. 
These ships are compliant with EEDI phase 3 and thus have 
low carbon emissions per transport unit (Evergreen Marine 
2021).

According to the most recent data published by Alpha-
liner (2020a), most newly constructed mega container 
ships with a capacity of ≥ 15,000 TEU are deployed on Far 
East–Europe trunk routes. This route accounts for the highest 
vessel transport capacity ratio (TEU) worldwide (18.73%) 
and is traversed by the newest and largest container ships. 
Although many studies have been conducted on vessel emis-
sion reduction, few studies have focused on the emissions of 
new mega container ships. In addition, with the economic 
emergence of Asian countries and increased economic and 
trade activities under globalization, trade between Asia 
and Europe has flourished. For example, Far East–Europe 
trunk routes play a critical role in the Belt and Road Ini-
tiative that has been heavily promoted by China. Although 
the aforementioned regional economic and trade activities 
can promote economic growth, they can also cause environ-
mental pollution because of the associated industrialization 
and increased vessel traffic. For instance, financial develop-
ment, an urban population, and foreign direct investment 
can have negative influences on carbon footprint in Asia 
and Europe (Hafeez et al. 2019). In addition, a nonlinear 
causal relationship exists between foreign direct investment 
and carbon dioxide emissions in countries located along Far 
East–Europe trunk routes, especially China, where appar-
ent structural breaks have been identified in the relationship 
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between foreign direct investment and carbon dioxide emis-
sions. Economies covered by Far East–Europe trunk routes 
should acquire green and high-tech foreign investment to 
protect their environments (Gong et al. 2021).

Although many scholars have investigated Far 
East–Europe trunk routes and their impact on the environ-
ment, no study has been conducted on the air pollution 
caused by vessels sailing on these routes during their sailing 
and berthing under various speeds. Moreover, few studies 
have focused on the air quality in ports and their neighboring 
cities when mega container ships berth there.

Pollution from container ships

We referred to the studies of Chang and Wang (2012), Song 
and Xu (2012), and Tai and Lin (2013, 2016) to develop a 
research model for predicting the pollution caused by con-
tainer ships during their voyage. The aforementioned stud-
ies focused on variables such as vessel size, vessel speed, 
fuel efficiency, and pollutants. Many variables, such as ship 
design and the fuel employed, can affect the air pollutants 
emitted by vessels. Changing a shipping company’s opera-
tion method through measures such as the optimization of 
fleet deployment and port services, the development of ves-
sel economies of scale, the selection of new routes, and the 
reduction of vessel speed and vessel resistance can result 
in emission reduction (Tai and Lin 2013; Xing et al. 2020). 
Among the aforementioned variables, vessel size and ves-
sel speed have received the most attention from shipping 
companies.

Larger container ships have higher total emissions but 
lower carbon emissions per transport unit because of their 
larger transport capacity (Tai 2015). Small container ships 
(with a capacity of ≤ 999 TEU) have twice the carbon emis-
sions per transport unit than large container ships do (UNC-
TAD 2019–2020). Furthermore, larger and newer vessels 
feature optimizations, such as improved ship design to 
decrease resistance and increase propeller and power gen-
eration efficiencies, thus lowering emissions. Vessel resist-
ance is affected by displacement tonnage (e.g., light weight), 
vessel speed, and vessel fluid dynamics (Xing et al. 2020).

Vessel resistance strongly affects vessel speed. During a 
voyage, weather, sea, and ship conditions influence the dis-
tribution of additional power by a propeller to compensate 
for additional resistance. Shipping companies often reduce 
a vessel’s weight, ballast water, and speed to conserve fuel 
(Xing et al. 2020). A reduction in speed can result in lower 
cost and fuel consumption related to vessel idling. Accord-
ing to the studies of Tai and Lin (2013) and Tai (2015), 
a 10% decrease in vessel speed can decrease the required 
power by 27%. When vessels sailing along Far East–Europe 
trunk routes decrease their speed, their emissions also 
decrease considerably, with the per-transport-unit emissions 

decreasing from 1.08 to 0.64 tons. This decrease in the per-
transport-unit emissions signifies that speed reduction is 
beneficial for emission reduction (Tai and Lin 2013; Xing 
et  al. 2020). Moreover, vessel upsizing has become an 
industrial trend since 2000, and this trend has resulted in a 
considerable decrease in the average annual emissions from 
each container ship; thus, vessel upsizing is beneficial for 
emission reduction (Zakaria and Rahman 2017; Zhao et al. 
2021). Nevertheless, most of the aforementioned studies 
assumed that most vessels sail at a fixed speed when esti-
mating the overall emissions.

According to data from the IMO, the vessel upsizing and 
improved fuel efficiency brought by advanced shipbuild-
ing technology can decrease the quantity of air pollutants 
emitted by vessels. UNCTAD (2019–2020) indicated that 
container ships worldwide improved their capacity by 45% 
between 2011 and 2019; however, the emissions of these 
ships during the same period increased by merely 2% 
because the ships were designed under considerations of 
eco-friendliness and old vessels were being retired from the 
market.

The introduction of new technology can reduce the emis-
sions of container ships. For example, to comply with IMO 
2020 and other environmental regulations, shipping com-
panies have begun to develop green vessels equipped with 
high-efficiency scrubbers and generators, which are cost-
effective (Schinas et al. 2018; Zhao et al. 2021). In addition, 
switching to low-sulfur fuel oil (LSFO) enables shipping 
companies to remain compliant with new global environ-
mental guidelines, and shipping companies are more willing 
to make the switch to LSFO if governments provide subsi-
dies (Wang and Jiao 2021). Autonomous ships that use fuel 
cell technology have relatively low hazardous gas emissions, 
accidental risk, personnel requirements, and fuel costs. Nev-
ertheless, such technology requires further development and 
support by international laws (Li and Fung 2019). Moreo-
ver, alternative maritime power (AMP) is a technology used 
to provide electricity to vessels from land. AMP enables 
berthing vessels to connect to onshore generators and shut 
off their diesel generators (Ballini and Bozzo 2015). This 
technology enables container ships to reduce their emis-
sions during berthing. Moreover, it improves air quality and 
reduces noise and vibration in port areas (Yang et al. 2011).

Port authorities implement green port policies to achieve 
the SDGs of the United Nations; however, whether such pol-
icies enhance efficiency, cost, regulatory supervision, and 
environmental performance is unclear. Nevertheless, global 
competitiveness and environmental performance can be 
maintained through innovative measures, such as an onshore 
power supply or alternative fuels (Acciaro et al. 2014). Most 
of the pollutants emitted during berthing concentrate near 
the port’s anchorage area, and pollution problems tend to be 
more severe at ports with higher traffic; however, pollutant 
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emissions are not necessarily distributed evenly (Olukanni 
and Esu 2018; Buber et al. 2020). Thus, optimizing port 
operations, improving the port’s operational efficiency, and 
reducing vessel berthing and anchorage times are critical 
tasks for reducing vessel emissions at a port. Shipping com-
panies can also reduce vessel emissions through measures 
such as increasing the loading or unloading efficiency (Gibbs 
et al. 2014), strengthening cooperation with port authorities 
(Venturini et al. 2017), improving berthing distribution plan-
ning (Du et al. 2011), and scheduling port machinery and 
equipment use in a reasonable manner (Liu and Ge 2018). 
Emissions caused by container shipping affect ports, local 
governments, consumers, and the environment. By encour-
aging port authorities to use clean fuel and reduce the per-
transport-unit emission of pollutants, local governments can 
establish a cooperative mechanism with port authorities to 
achieve pollution control (Wang et al. 2021).

Fleet deployment method on Far East–
Europe trunk routes

Before fleet deployment, shipping companies must assess the 
market and demand of a particular route, import and export 
trade volumes, inland transport demand, and trade surplus 
and deficit. Thus, various variables—such as frequency, fleet 
size and combination, transport time, number of hub ports, 
sailing time, berthing cost, and operation efficiency—must 
be considered when planning a route (Tai and Lin 2013, 
2016). The economies of scale for vessels are crucial factors, 
especially for long-distance routes. Excluding the route from 
Australia to Europe, container shipping and transport opera-
tors usually deploy their largest vessels on the longest routes 
(UNCTAD 2019-2020; Alphaliner 2020a, b).

The voyage distance for Far East–Europe trunk routes 
is 27,456 nm. If a vessel moves with an average speed of 
18 nm, it would take approximately 77.54 days, which 
includes the time for berthing, to complete the voyage; 
thus, these routes are considered long-distance routes. The 
aforementioned routes begin from Northeast Asia. During 
the journey along a Far East–Europe trunk route, a vessel 
passes near or through China, Southeast Asia, the Indian 
Ocean, South Asia, India, Pakistan, and the Middle East 
before entering the Red Sea and the Mediterranean Sea prior 
to reaching its destination of Northern Europe. These routes 
cover seven of the largest economies worldwide excluding 
those in the Americas and Oceania. As presented in Table 1, 
Far East–Europe trunk routes cover eight of the world’s 10 
largest economies. These eight economies represent 10.44% 
of the world’s gross domestic product and 41.79% of the 
world’s population. Shipping companies compete against 
each other for trade volume along the aforementioned 
routes. After assessing the cargo import and export flow, 

trade demand, and service frequency, companies tend to 
deploy their newest and largest container ships to serve the 
aforementioned seven of the largest economies. Midsize and 
small vessels are used for river transport, whereas inland 
transport is used to move cargo from hub ports along Far 
East–Europe trunk routes to nearby cities in the aforemen-
tioned seven of the largest economies.

According to Alphaliner (2020a), the use of midsize con-
tainer ships with a capacity of < 10,000 TEU was a market 
trend. However, from 2008, the use of large container ships 
with a capacity of ≥ 10,000 TEU increased, and these ships 
became the primary vessels used for cargo transport. The 
use of mega container ships with a capacity of ≥ 15,000 TEU 
has increased each year since 2014, and most of these ships 
are deployed along Far East–Europe routes. Of all the major 
east–west routes, Far East–Europe routes have the highest 
transport capacity ratio (18.73%, Table 2). Currently, most 
shipping companies deploy their newest and largest con-
tainer ships on these routes.

Because of the trend for vessel upsizing in the global 
container shipping and transport market, an increasing 
number of companies are deploying large vessels to reduce 
their cost of transportation capacity per transport unit and 
thus increase their market competitiveness. However, the 
initial vessel-upsizing trend led to a sharp decline in the 
freight rate for reasons such as oversupply. Therefore, many 
shipping companies experienced financial crises. To over-
come these crises, the companies formed strategic alliances 
or merged to increase their market share and reduce their 
operating costs. Because Far East–Europe trunk routes favor 
the deployment of mega container ships, the majority of the 
market share on these routes is cornered by three major alli-
ances in the marine industry. As presented in Table 3, the 

Table 1  Ten countries with the highest gross domestic product in 
2020 as per the International Monetary Fund

GDP gross domestic product
International Monetary Fund (2021) and Country Meters (2021)

GDP (million USD) Population

World 84,537,684 7,900,280,900
USA 20,932,750 333,786,514
People’s Republic of 

China
14,722,837 1,447,737,658

Japan 5,048,688 126,442,604
Germany 3,803,014 83,730,508
UK 2,710,970 66,040,229
India 2,708,770 1,399,362,766
France 2,598,907 65,644,723
Italy 1,884,935 60,570,455
Canada 1,643,408 38,165,487
South Korea 1,630,871 51,621,665
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Ocean Alliance—which comprises China COSCO, CMA 
CGM, and Evergreen Marine—has the highest capacity 
ratio (37.08%) for these routes, followed by the 2 M Alli-
ance, which comprises Maersk and MSC (36.30%), and THE 
Alliance, which comprises ONE, HMM, YML, and Hapag 
Lloyd (26.14%).

Short voyages are employed where manufacturers and 
consumers are concentrated around the port, and such voy-
ages provide feeder services as a dual function. Small ships 
(with a capacity of ≤ 9999 TEU) are deployed on intra-Asia 
trunk routes according to the port-to-port mode. The use of 
Pacific trunk routes is limited by the insufficient port capac-
ity along the western coast of the USA. Ships with a capac-
ity of ≤ 14,999 TEU are deployed on these routes as per 
the pendulum mode; however, this approach only extends 
the reach of the original ports at Southeast Asia. However, 
considerable changes have been observed in the methods of 
hub port selection and fleet deployment on Far East–Europe 
trunk routes under the trend of vessel upsizing since 2015. 
To meet the trade demands of seven of the largest economies 
with high population densities, shipping companies deploy 
the newest and largest container ships on Far East–Europe 
trunk routes. These routes encompass three to four hub ports, 
with Rotterdam (the Netherlands) being the main hub port in 
Europe, followed by Hamburg (Germany). The major hub 
ports in the Far East region include Busan in South Korea 

(Northeast Asia); Shanghai, Ningbo, and Shenzhen in China; 
and Singapore in Southeast Asia (Tai and Lin 2013, 2016). 
We examined vessel and deployment data for the aforemen-
tioned three alliances obtained from the study of Alphaliner 
(2020a). We discovered that the shipping companies within 
these alliances deploy 329 midsize and large container ships 
over 29 Far East–Europe trunk routes. Moreover, more than 
two-thirds of the vessels berth at the aforementioned hub 
ports. Mega container ships with a capacity of ≥ 15,000 TEU 
are the major ships on the aforementioned routes, making 
additional calls at hub ports in Southeast Asia, South Asia, 
the Middle East, and the Mediterranean Sea. In this study, 
we considered findings in the literature, practical experience, 
and data obtained from the official site of YML. For exam-
ple, 18 mega container ships are deployed along route FE2 
of THE Alliance (7 from Hapag Lloyd, 6 from ONE, and 5 
from HMM). These vessels entered service between 2015 
and 2021; have a capacity of 15,000–24,000 TEU; and stop 
at Busan, Shanghai, Ningbo, Yantian, and Singapore in the 
Far East as well as Rotterdam, Hamburg, Southampton, and 
Le Havre in Europe.

Design of a pollutant discharge model

This study used the academic literature and operation data 
as references. It examined the Far East–Europe trunk routes 
used by the vessels of various shipping companies and cal-
culated the quantities of major pollutants emitted by these 
vessels during their entire voyage and berthing. The quan-
tities of five pollutants were calculated: NOx , SOx , CO2 , 
hydrocarbons (HCs), and PM (including PM2.5 and PM10).

Description of the designed pollutant discharge 
model

In the designed pollutant emission model, activity-based 
methods are used to consider the total quantities of pollut-
ants emitted in various stages of vessel operation. Many 
studies have used activity-based methods; however, relevant 
models and calculations are often influenced by several vari-
ables, such as routing, vessel size, and fuel type. We exam-
ined theoretical and practical information presented in the 

Table 2  Fleet transportation 
capacity by route (unit: TEU/
vessel)

Alphaliner (2020a, 2020b)

7500–9999 TEU 10,000–14,999TEU 15,000 TEU ~ 24,000 
TEU

Global 
capacity 
ratio

Capacity Vessel no Capacity Vessel no Capacity Vessel no

FE/Europe 239,153 31 1,357,964 100 2,791,498 144 18.73%
Pacific 1,926,305 261 1,724,856 142 77,872 4 15.92%
Intra Asia 2,901,460 1687 0 0 0 0 12.39%

Table 3  Capacity ratios and weekly capacities (in nominal TEU) of 
different alliances for Far East–Europe trunk routes

Alphaliner (2021)

Alliance Carrier Capacity (TEU) %

2 M Maersk 80,604 36.56%
MSC 71,085

Ocean COSCO 65,196 37.45%
CMA CGM 51,711
Evergreen Marine 38,472

THE ONE 36,343 25.50%
Hapag Lloyd 33,547
HMM 22,203
YML 13,689

None Alliance ZIM 2013 0.49%
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studies of Song and Xu (2012), Tai and Lin (2013, 2016), 
Tai (2015), and the Ministry of Transportation and Com-
munication of Taiwan (2016). These studies performed their 
calculations by using a fixed vessel speed for the entire voy-
age and obtained pollution emission results with different 
speed models (Tai and Lin 2013; Tai 2015). However, in 
the present study, actual vessel operation was accounted for, 
and the quantities of pollutant emissions were determined 
by considering that a vessel sails at different speeds in dif-
ferent stages of a voyage. We determined the quantities of 
five pollutants generated by a container ship during voyage 
and berthing: NOx , SOx , CO2 , HCs, and PM. Table 4 lists 
and explains all the parameters used in the calculations con-
ducted in this study. Such a method can be used for effec-
tively calculating the quantities of pollutants emitted by a 
container ship during its voyage. It can also be used to obtain 
the emissions associated with different vessel activities for 
various vessel types and routes.

When calculating Fo
t
 (fuel economy of the engine) for 

estimating the emissions of a vessel, we assumed that a 
container ship uses heavy oil (HO) and diesel oil (DO) as 
primary fuel sources during its voyage. A vessel uses fuel 
(mainly DO) to run its auxiliary power generator during 
berthing even when the main engine is shut off. Therefore, 
we referred to the studies of Corbett and Koehler (2003), 
Liao et al. (2009), Tai and Lin (2013), Tai (2015), Tezdogan 
et al. (2016), and Dere and Deniz (2019) to obtain the fuel 
economy of vessel engines by oil type (Table 5). We could 
determine the hourly fuel consumption when using differ-
ent types of fuel in vessels of different sizes that traveled 
with different speeds. We also conducted interviews with 
experts who had served as captains in the ten largest con-
tainer shipping companies worldwide for over 20 years. On 
the basis of their experience, these experts believed that the 
distance of a voyage, time, propeller speed, load (draft), and 
current direction—especially distance, time, and propeller 

Table 4  Symbols used in the calculations and their explanations

HC hydrocarbon, PM particulate matter, HO heavy oil, DO diesel oil
Song and Xu (2012), Tai (2015), MOTC (2016), and Tai and Lin (2016)

Symbol Explanation

Pn
e

This parameter can be determined by summing the Pn
e
 values (e represents emissions and n refers to the type of pollutant) 

obtained for various pollutants. The parameter Pe represents the sum of all pollutants (unit: ton) emitted by a vessel under vari-
ous vessel speeds and during berthing. In this study, the emissions of five pollutants were determined: NOx,SOx,CO2, HCs, 
and PM

Pn
sailing

This parameter represents the total pollution (unit: ton) generated during sailing, and n refers to the type of pollutant 
( NOx,SOx,CO2, HCs, or PM)

Pn
port

This parameter represents the total emissions by a container ship docked at a port. It includes the emissions during the maneu-
vering and loading–unloading stages. The variable n refers to the type of pollutant ( NOx,SOx,CO2, HCs, or PM)

Pn
maneuvering

This parameter represents the total pollution (unit: ton) generated during the maneuvering stage, when the container ship slows 
down on approach to a port. The variable n refers to the type of pollutant ( NOx,SOx,CO2, HCs, or PM)

Pn
terminal

This parameter represents the total pollution (unit: ton) generated during the loading–unloading stage at the port terminal. The 
variable n refers to the type of pollutant ( NOx,SOx,CO2, HCs, and PM)

Time
i∼j

sailing
This parameter represents the time required by a container ship to sail from port i to port j (unit: hour) and is calculated by divid-

ing Di ~ j by V (both parameters are defined in the following text)
Timemaneuvering This parameter represents the time required by a container ship to maneuver its way into a port (unit: hour). It includes the time 

spent waiting for a berth. Port authorities estimate that each vessel spends 2–6-h maneuvering at each port
Timeport This parameter represents the operation time while berthing at each port, which is determined by the operation efficiency of the 

port
Di∼j This parameter represents the distance from port i to port j (unit: nautical mile)
V This parameter represents vessel speed (unit: knot). Vessel speed is determined by the power from the propeller; however, actual 

speed may be affected by weather conditions, sea conditions, and vessel resistance. Vessel resistance can be overcome by 
increasing the power of the propeller. The optimal speed for the entire voyage is set to approximately 15–18 knots; however, 
because of the aforementioned variables, the actual vessel speeds and the proportions of vessels traveling with this speed are as 
listed in Table 8

Qi This parameter represents the total operation volume (TEU) at port i, including that during loading–unloading
EFi This parameter represents the operation efficiency at port i. According to port authorities, most port operators use four or more 

gantry cranes to handle a single ship. Busan, Shanghai, and Rotterdam have an average operation capacity of 155 TEU per 
hour, whereas other ports have an average operation capacity of 135 TEU per hour

Fo
t

This parameter represents fuel economy. The variable o represents the various fuels used by the main engine, such as HO and 
DO (light oil). Moreover, t denotes the vessel type, such as a 15,000–24,000-TEU ship

Ko
n,e

This parameter represents the total emission factor (unit: ton/fuel tonnage) during sailing, maneuvering, or berthing. The vari-
able o refers to the type of fuel (HO or DO), and n refers to the type of pollutant ( NOx,SOx,CO2, HCs, and PM)
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speed—are critical factors determining fuel consumption. 
Propeller speed can be used to calculate oil consumption 
for a certain speed through the load (draft) and ocean cur-
rent. Our interviews indicated that the oil consumption data 
listed in Table 5 are similar to those of the 20,000 TEU 
mega container ships that are currently in service. Table 5 
also indicates that HO consumption tends to be greater for 
larger vessels and when vessels have higher speed. The fuel 
consumption (Q) varies nonlinearly with vehicle speed (V; 
Qis = as × Vbs ; Tezdogan et al. 2016; Zakaria and Rahman 
2017; Tsai and Tai 2019; Dere and Deniz 2019) and can 
influence emission quantity directly. Actual emissions can 
be calculated using the equations presented in the following 
text.

Another critical factor that may affect pollutant emissions 
is the fuel emission factor Ko

n,e
 , which represents the total 

quantity of pollutants generated per fuel unit (ton) burned. 
Table 6 indicates that emission levels differ under different 
scenarios. CO2 emission tends to be greater than NOx , SOx , 
HC, and PM emissions during sailing and maneuvering. 
However, most studies that have examined vessel pollution 
emissions have focused on emissions of NOx , SOx , HCs, and 
PM, which are hazardous and can negatively affect human 
health.

Table 4 presents the definition of each symbol used in 
Eqs. (1)–(4). By multiplying the time (hours), a vessel 

spends on sailing, maneuvering, and loading–unloading 
at the port terminal with the fuel economy of the vessel’s 
engine (F value) and the emission coefficient (K value: 
the tonnage of pollutant generated through the burning 
of 1 ton of fuel), the total emission of a single pollutant 
(ton; Pn

e
 ) could be determined. Then, the overall amount 

of emitted pollution (Pe) was obtained by summing the 
emission amount for each pollutant.

The following equation was used for calculating the 
emission of a single pollutant:

The total emission refers to the sum of the emissions 
during sailing ( Pn

sailing
 ) and berthing at a port. The emis-

sions occurring during berthing at a port comprise the 
emissions that occur during maneuvering ( Pn

maneuvering
 ) and 

loading–unloading at the port terminal ( Pn
terminal

 ). A con-
tainer ship emits different quantities of pollutants during 
sailing, maneuvering, and berthing at a port.

Fuel is used to power a vessel, and its consumption is 
affected by many variables, such as vessel size, engine 
power, load, weather conditions, sea conditions, vessel 
operation mode, and vessel speed. A vessel has different 
speeds during sailing (full speed), maneuvering (reduced 
speed), and berthing; and fuel is required to power its 
engine, generator, and boiler. When a vessel is sailing at 
full speed, a large quantity of HO is required to power 
its engine and boiler, and DO (light oil) is required to 
power its generator. HO consumption decreases but DO 
consumption is maintained with a decrease in vessel 
speed. Thus, the numbers must be summed. Although the 
engine is not running when a vessel is berthed, diesel is 
still required to power the boiler and generator.

The amount of a particular pollutant emitted during 
the sailing stage is obtained by multiplying the sailing 
time (obtained by dividing covered distance by the vessel 
speed) by the fuel economy (F value) and emission factor 
(K value), as presented in Eq. (2).

(1)Pn
e
= Pn

sailing
+ Pn

maneuvering
+ Pn

terminal

Table 5  Fuel economy of vessel engines by oil type (unit: ton/hour)

Corbett and Koehler (2003), Liao et al. (2009), Tai and Lin (2013), Tai (2015), Tezdogan et al. (2016), Dere and Deniz (2019), and Zakaria and 
Rahman (2017)

F (fuel economy) V (kt; nm/hour) Heavy oil (HO/hour) Diesel oil 
(DO/hour)

From Mega container–vessel to Giga VLCS (approximately 18,000 TEU above) 5 ~ 10 kt 0.833 ~ 1.667 0.063
11 ~ 15 kt 1.701 ~ 2.708 0.063
16 ~ 20 kt 2.710 ~ 3.750 0.063
21 above 3.850 above 0.063

Table 6  Fuel emission variables (unit: ton/fuel tonnage)

GHG greenhouse gas
Liao et al. (2009), Chang and Wang (2012), Tai and Lin (2013), Tai 
(2015), Zakaria and Rahman (2017), and other studies

Kvalue GHG emitted per 1 ton of fuel

GHG type NOx SOx CO2 HC PM

Sailing HO 0.0890 0.0540 2.9238 0.0076 0.0106
Sailing DO 0.0707 0.0538 2.6829 0.0030 0.0067
Maneuvering HO 0.0640 0.0540 2.9238 0.0076 0.0106
Maneuvering DO 0.0509 0.0538 2.6829 0.0030 0.0067
Berthing DO (generator) 0.0615 0.0693 2.6829 0.0017 0.0035
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A container ship usually slows down and generates 
high quantities of pollutants during the maneuvering 
stage when approaching a port. As presented in Eq. (3), 
the amount of a particular pollutant emitted during the 
maneuvering stage is obtained by multiplying the time 
required for maneuvering by F and K.

As presented in Eq. (4), although HO is not consumed 
when a container ship is docked at a port, DO is still 
required to power the ship’s generator to maintain basic 
electricity on board. During berthing, although the engine 
is not running and thus no HO is consumed, pollutants are 
still emitted by the generator. The amount of a particular 
pollutant emitted during port operation can be obtained by 
multiplying the time for which the vessel is stopped at the 
port (obtained by dividing the estimated workload at Port i 
by the operation efficiency) by F and K. Most of the major 
hub ports frequented by mega container ships are equipped 
with advanced piers and machinery, and multiple gantry 
cranes are often used at these ports for loading multiple 
containers simultaneously. Thus, a high discrepancy rarely 
exists in the operation efficiency (EF) of hub ports. In this 
study, the time for which a vessel is stopped at a port was 
calculated using the gross efficiency. The hourly average 
operation capacity of most ports where large and mega 
container ships berth is approximately 135 TEU; however, 
hub ports such as Shanghai, Busan, and Rotterdam have 
an average operation capacity of 155 TEU/h (Tsai and Tai 
2019).

Setting of the sailing route

A vessel sailing on a Far East–Europe trunk route typically 
berths at three or four European ports (mainly Rotterdam, 
followed by Hamburg) and Far Eastern hub ports such as 
Shenzhen, Hong Kong, Singapore, Shanghai, and Ningbo 
(Tai and Lin 2013; Tsai and Tai 2019). We examined the 
actual operation data of container shipping operators to 
calculate and compare the fuel economy (F) for seven ves-
sel speeds between 8 and 22 knots (1 knot = 1.852 km/h) 

(2)

Pn
sailing

= Time
j∼J

sailing
× Fo

t
× Ko

sailing,e

=
(

Di∼j

V
× FHO

t

)

× KHO
sailing,e

× k +
(

Di∼j

V
× FDO

t

)

× KDO
sailing,e

(3)

Pn
maneuvering

= Timemaneuvering × Fo
t
× Ko

maneuvering

= Timemaneuvering ×
(

FHO
t

× KHO
maneuvering

)

× K +
(

FDO
t

× KDO
maneuvering

)

(4)
Poperation = Timeport × Fo

t
× Ko

port,e

=
(

Qi

EFi

)

× FDO
t

× KDO
port,e

for determining the optimal vessel speed. For example, 
the optimal vessel speed is 15–18 knots for the FE2 route 
used by THE Alliance.

We examined a Far East–Europe trunk route with five 
stops in the Far East, namely Busan, Shanghai, Ningbo, Yan-
tian, and Singapore, and four stops in Europe, namely Rot-
terdam, Hamburg, Southampton, and Le Havre. After com-
pleting this route, vessels follow the same route back to the 
Far East. The entire voyage covers approximately 27,404 nm 
and can be completed in approximately 77.52 days, which 
includes the berthing time, under an average vessel speed 
of 18 nm. We used data provided by port authorities and 
shipping companies to consider several variables, such as 
the supply and demand for import and export at each port. 
Table 7 presents the space allocation ratios determined after 
interviewing experts from the 10 largest shipping companies 
or from port management.

The experts mentioned that although vessel speed is 
determined by the power generated by the propeller, the 
actual speed may be affected by variables such as weather 
conditions, time pressure at the port, sea conditions, and 
vessel resistance. Vessel resistance can be overcome by 
obtaining additional power from the propeller. An optimal 
speed of 15–18 knots was assumed in this study for 88% of 
the entire voyage. The remainder of a voyage is affected by 
various levels of vessel resistance and time pressure, and the 
vessel speed in this part of the voyage may vary from the 
optimal speed. Table 8 presents the proportions of vessels 
traveling at various speeds on the selected Far East–Europe 
trunk route. These data were obtained from shipping studies.

Assessment of pollutant discharge

This study estimated the quantities of pollutants emitted 
by large container ships sailing on the FE2 route used by 
THE Alliance. Moreover, it analyzed whether vessel speed 
affected the emission quantity. Consider the example of the 
largest container ship on the aforementioned route (capacity 
of 24,000 TEU). We found that after completing its voyage 

Table 7  Ratios of space allocation for Far East–Europe trunk routes

Interviews with port management

Port Space allocation 
ratio

Port Space 
allocation 
ratio

Busan 10% Rotterdam 40%
Shanghai 40% Hamburg 40%
Ningbo 30% Southampton 10%
Yantian 10% Le Havre 10%
Singapore 10%
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from Busan in the Far East to Europe and back, this ship 
had emitted 15,786 tons of pollutants. CO2 accounted for 
most (94.64%, 14,940.73 tons) of these pollutants, followed 
by NOx (3.1%) and SOx (1.91%; Table 9 and Fig. 1). The 
aforementioned data are more accurate than those presented 
in other relevant studies, such as that of Tai and Lin (2016), 
because variability of vessel speed was considered when 
obtaining the aforementioned data. In addition, the order of 
emission quantity obtained in the present study (i.e., CO2 > 
NOx  > SOx ) is identical to that presented in a report from 
UNCTAD (2019–2020).

A total of 425.32 tons of pollutants were emitted by a ves-
sel after berthing at nine ports. These pollutants accounted 
for 2.69% of all the pollutants emitted. The investigated ves-
sels sailed at varying speed during the entire voyage; thus, 
they emitted different quantities of pollutants at different 
stages of the voyage. Most of the pollutants were emitted 
when the vessels sailed at a speed of 15–18 knots, which 
indicates that ships traveling Far East–Europe trunk routes 
mainly emit pollutants at sea. These pollutants have a mini-
mal impact on the air quality of cities surrounding ports.

Our results also indicated that the faster a ship sailed, 
the higher the quantities of pollutants emitted per day ( Pe/
day), per nautical mile ( Pe/nm), and per TEU ( Pe/TEU; COe

2

/TEU). As indicated by Figs. 2, 3, and 4, the quantities of 

Table 8  Proportions of vessels 
traveling at different speeds on 
the FE2 trunk route (length: 
27,404 nm)

Knot 8 10 12 15 18 20 22

Proportion 1% 2% 6% 43% 45% 2% 1%
Voyages 274 548 1644 11,784 12,332 548 274

Table 9  Pollutant emissions 
of a vessel sailing at different 
speeds (unit: ton)

Knot NOx SOx CO2 HC PM Total Pe Pe/day Pe / nm Pe/TEU COe
2
/TEU

8 4.06 2.51 124.67 0.15 0.32 131.70 166.76 0.481 0.549 0.519
10 8.56 5.29 262.36 0.30 0.66 277.18 175.48 0.506 0.577 0.547
12 26.58 16.38 813.12 0.94 2.06 859.09 181.29 0.522 0.597 0.565
15 196.94 121.16 6013.99 6.97 15.21 6,354.28 187.11 0.539 0.616 0.583
18 235.98 144.84 7189.76 8.30 18.16 7,597.03 213.76 0.616 0.703 0.666
20 11.49 7.04 349.67 0.40 0.88 369.49 233.92 0.674 0.770 0.728
22 6.16 3.77 187.16 0.22 0.47 197.77 250.41 0.722 0.824 0.780
Total 489.76 301.00 14,940.73 17.29 37.76 15,786.54 Pe

port
 : 425.32 tons; 2.694%

% 3.10% 1.91% 94.64% 0.11% 0.24%

Fig. 1  Plot of total emissions versus vessel speed in knots

Fig. 2  Plot of total pollution versus traveled distance in nautical miles

Fig. 3  Plot of total emissions per day
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emitted pollutants were constant when a ship traveled at 
12–15 knots. However, the quantities of emitted pollutants 
increased considerably when the vessel moved at ≥ 18 knots. 
This finding validates the results of Tai and Lin (2016), who 
found that a vessel that engages in slow steaming during 
its voyage can reduce its overall pollutant emissions. Most 
shipping companies set their vessel speed to 15–18 knots 
because this speed has been found to be appropriate for large 
container ships; thus, ships traveling at this speed need not 
reduce their speed for decreasing their fuel consumption and 
emissions. Shipping companies can make their operations 
more environmentally friendly by using our recommended 
speed when deploying their ships.

We also found that most ports pay attention to sulfide and 
carbon dioxide emissions by ships. Nevertheless, shipping 
companies can reduce and minimize emissions when a ship 
is berthed at a port. The only exogenous variable is operation 
efficiency, which is controlled by the port authority or opera-
tor in charge of loading and unloading. Table 10 presents the 
results of sensitivity analysis regarding the efficiency of port 
operations. Assuming that four to six cranes can be operated 
simultaneously at the deepwater terminal of large hub ports, 
such as Busan, Shanghai, and Rotterdam, and that the hourly 
operation capacity is 155 TEU at hub ports and 135 TEU 
at other ports, SOx and CO2 emissions can be reduced by 
1.28% and 1.03% if the operation efficiency of all hub ports 
is increased to 155 TEU/h.

Conclusion

In this study, we employed a practical marine transport 
method to calculate the quantities of various pollutants 
emitted by large container ships sailing on Far East–Europe 
trunk routes under various sailing speeds. The results of 
this study act as a valuable reference for comparison with 
the results of relevant previous studies. Although large con-
tainer ships sailing on Far East–Europe trunk routes travel 
long distances to seven of the largest economies with high 
population density, most of their emissions tend to occur at 
sea, with only a small proportion of total emissions occur-
ring during berthing at a port. Furthermore, improving the 
operation efficiency during a port stay can reduce sulfide and 
carbon dioxide emissions. Global shipping container compa-
nies operating on Far East–Europe trunk routes have formed 
three alliances, and large container ships with a capacity 
of > 18,000 TEU are mainly deployed on these routes. The 
results of this study clearly indicate that the newest and larg-
est container ships are highly effective in reducing vehicle 
emissions and saving energy. In addition, these ships can 
enable hub ports to receive increased transshipment from 
ports in Asia or the Middle East. The operation efficiency 
of hub ports, including the efficiency of terminal load-
ing–unloading and transshipment operations, affects the 
berthing time of container ships. The present results verify 
that a reduction in vessel berthing time can reduce vessel 
emissions. Policy makers or port authorities can improve the 
port operation efficiency by adopting appropriate policies 
and management mechanisms and improving infrastructure.

In addition to fuel type, vessel speed plays a vital role in 
reducing emissions. A vessel sailing at a lower speed has 
lower emissions. In practical shipping operations, companies 
often set their optimal vessel speed as 15–18 knots, which 
we believe to be highly reasonable. Experience indicates that 
such a sailing speed can help shipping companies reduce fuel 
consumption, traveling time, and emissions while meeting 
their operating cost and time constraints and contributing to 
sustainable environmental development. Unless absolutely 
necessary, the vessels of shipping companies should not sail 
at speeds higher than 18 knots. Although the calculation 
model adopted in the present study has been used in previous 
studies, this study is the first to incorporate practical opera-
tion data for Far East–Europe trunk routes into this model. 
The calculation results of this study were verified, and these 
results are explained in this paper.

Furthermore, large container ships can reduce their speed 
when entering or exiting a port to reduce the impact of their 
emissions on air quality in the port and nearby cities. Therefore, 
we recommend that port authorities mandate all large container 
ships to sail at a low speed when entering or exiting a port. 
However, we found that most port authorities advocate for a 

Fig. 4  Plot of total emissions per TEU

Table 10  Effects of operation efficiency on  SOx and  NOx emissions 
(unit: ton)

SOx CO2

Current effi-
ciency of each 
port

8.5525 1.28% 409.0713 1.03%

Improving to 
hub port level

8.4432 404.8402
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vessel speed reduction policy only under the vessel traffic ser-
vice or apply the Vessel Speed Reduction Surveillance System 
with an automatic identification system. To pursue more spe-
cific energy-saving effects and emission reduction benefits, port 
authorities and shipping companies may cooperate according to 
the JIT (Just In Time) ship arrival guide promoted by the IMO.

The deployment of the newest and largest container ships on 
Far East–Europe trunk routes can reduce operating costs and 
ensure that the commitment to environmental sustainability is 
met; however, mergers, acquisitions, or alliances between ship-
ping companies; uncertain shipping prospects after the COVID-
19 pandemic; and the shipbuilding strategy might influence 
the fleet deployment strategy. These crucial aspects should be 
explored in a future study. In addition, policy makers and port 
authorities should optimize the port operating efficiency and the 
logistics flow between the port area and the hinterland, espe-
cially after the COVID-19 pandemic. The presence of insuf-
ficient staff at ports and the insufficient port capacity along the 
western coast of the USA cause operating inefficiency and port 
congestion and affect the global supply chain. The emissions of 
vessels mooring in the anchorage for extended periods because 
of port congestion is a crucial concern that must be considered 
by policy makers and port authorities.
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